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Sea Song
Hobey Ford’s Golden Rod Puppets present Sea Song, the story of a boy discovering
nature for the first time through a fascination with the life cycle of the sea turtle. When a
city boy comes to spend his summer at the coast he is suddenly cut off from his digital
world and turns his attention to the natural world of a remote coastal beach. Hobey Ford
tells the story without words, performing his own hand crafted foam puppets in full view
of the audience to the enchanting hang drum music of David Kuckhermann. Following in
the style of his classic production Animalia, Sea Song will inspire and delight.

BIOGRAPHY
Winner of puppetry's highest honor, the UNIMA Citation of Excellence, and
recipient of three Jim Henson Foundation grants, Hobey Ford is known for
excellence in puppetry performance and craft.
Hobey's intricate shadow puppetry work and creation of the original rod puppets,
the "Foamies", have earned him a place on stages across the world. Hobey's
performances incorporate a variety of puppetry styles including Bunraku, rod,
marionettes, "Foamies", and shadow puppetry. Hobey adapts folk tales from
various cultures for many of his performances, always adding a special "Golden
Rod" twist. He uses his own voice to create characters and sound effects, tell
stories, and sing.
Hobey is considered both an innovator in puppetry craft and a master storyteller.
He has created both the "Foamies" and the clever hand puppet known as
"Peepers". The "Foamies" are large animal puppets carved from blocks of foam.
After studying each animal's characteristic movements, Hobey designs various
control mechanisms to make the puppets themselves move in a life-like manner.
The "Foamies" are presented using both stage and house performance space.
Hobey Ford’s Golden Rod Puppets maintain a busy schedule performing and
teaching in schools, performing arts centers, museums, libraries, and festivals.
Hobey presents shadow puppet workshops for students and teachers. His
teacher workshops include “Telling Folktales with Shadow Puppetry” and “From
Larvae to Butterfly: Metamorphosis Through Puppetry”. He lives in the North
Carolina mountains with his wife, musician Sue Ford, and they have three
daughters, all talented as well.

ROD PUPPETS
Rod puppetry is traditionally an Indonesian form of puppetry. It is now used
around the world. Rod puppets are named for the rods, sticks or wires which are
used to make the puppets move. Most puppets we see on TV today are a type of
rod puppet. If the puppeteer, the person who moves the puppet, uses their hand
inside the puppet’s head to make the mouth move, we called the puppet a hand
and rod puppet. Rod puppetry has only been popular in the US for around thirty
years. Before then most Americans were most familiar with hand puppets,
puppets worn like a glove, with the head and hands of the puppet moved by the
puppeteer’s fingers within the puppet. Marionettes, or string puppets, were
also widely used in the first part of the 20th century (around 1900- 1960). Muppets
creator made hand and rod puppetry famous on the children’s TV show Sesame
Street. Today, rod puppetry and adapted bunraku are more popular than ever.

BUNRAKU-STYLE PUPPETRY
Bunraku is a traditional Japanese form of puppetry. In bunraku, the puppeteers
are dressed in black and perform in full view of the audience. Three puppeteers
usually are needed to operate one puppet. The puppeteers must coordinate their
efforts as they manipulate or move the puppet. It takes many years to master
bunraku and master bunraku puppeteers are considered national treasures in
Japan. Japanese bunraku is usually not for children. Today, puppeteers from
around the world borrow this idea of working in full view and call it bunraku style
or adapted bunraku. It is very different than traditional bunraku and is only loosely
based on it. Hobey uses bunraku style puppetry in ”Little Grandmother Spider
Woman” and in the “Foamies”.

THE FOAMIES
These puppets are a form of puppetry, which Hobey developed. They are
realistically carved foam rubber puppets, depicting animals. Sometimes the foam
is covered with fake fur but more often they are painted with acrylic paints. The
carved foam animals have rods or sticks attached which Hobey uses to fly, swim
and run them through the air. Their environments exist in the imagination of the
audience. The puppets are performed all over the performance space including
into the audience.

SHADOW PUPPETRY
Shadow puppetry is originally an Asian and Indonesian form of puppetry.
Traditionally, flat or two dimensional puppets were performed against a semitransparent screen by the light of a oil lamp. The audience watched the shadows
on the other side of the screen. Today Shadow puppetry is performed in many
ways and in many lands. The puppets can be two or three-dimensional. They can
be made out of anything from plastic to cardboard, to your hands. The
light source can be diffused or a sharp focused electric light. You can make
shadow puppets for the overhead projector or create huge shadows on fabric
screens covering a whole theater stage.

